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reached in
grammaticalization. In
particular, it will be
argued that Southern Min
is more advanced in its
development of a
complementizer than is
Cantonese.Variation in the
grammaticalization of
complementizers ...The
Grammaticalization of
Complementizers. ...
Grammaticalization of
verbs in Tamil occurs in
all the grammatical
categories. Verbs in Tamil
are grammaticalized into
auxiliary verbs,
verbalizers ...The
Grammaticalization of
ComplementizersPart of
speech In linguistics,
complementizer or
complementiser is a
lexical category that
includes those words that
can be used to turn a
clause into the subject or
object of a sentence. For
example, the word that
may be called a
complementizer in English
sentences like Mary
believes that it is raining.
The concept of
complementizers is
specific to certain modern
grammatical theories; in
traditional grammar, such
words are normally
considered conjunctions.
The standard abbreviation
for
complemeComplementize
r -
WikipediaGrammaticalizat

ion as Optimization Paul
Kiparsky 2.1
Grammaticalization 2.1.1
Meillet’s formal concept of
grammaticalization
According to the
neogrammarians and de
Saussure, all
linguisticchange is either
sound change, analogy, or
borrowing.1 Meillet (1912)
identified a class of
changes that don’t fit int o
any of these three
categories.Grammaticaliz
ation as OptimizationIn
historical linguistics and
language change,
grammaticalization (also
known as grammatization
or grammaticization) is a
process of language
change by which words
representing objects and
actions (i.e. nouns and
verbs) become
grammatical markers
(affixes, prepositions,
etc.).Thus it creates new
function words by a
process other than
deriving them from
existing bound,
inflectional
...Grammaticalization -
Wikipedia"Basic to work
on grammaticalization is
the concept of a 'cline'
(see Halliday 1961 for an
early use of this term).
From the point of view of
change, forms do not shift
abruptly from one
category to another, but
go through a series of
small transitions,

transitions that tend to be
similar in type across
languages.Definition and
Examples of
GrammaticalizationThe
grammaticalization of
manner expression
remains understudied,
however. This has been
attributed to their
semantic and syntactic
versatility (e.g. König
2015: 39-40), and to the
problems associated with
making more fine-grained
distinctions between
markers of mannerThe
grammaticalization of
manner expressions into
...New Compounds from
the Old: An Unexpected
Source of Verb + Noun
Compounds in Romance.
Kathryn Klingebiel PDF. ...
The Grammaticalization of
Complementizers. Evelyn
N. Ransom PDF. 364-374
On Syntactic
Convergence: The Case of
the Verb ‘say’ in Tibeto-
Burman. Anju Saxena
PDF. 375-388 ...BLS 14:
General Session and
Parasession on
Grammaticalization1.1
Background to the
Grammaticalization of
Complementizers from .
verba dicendi.
Complementizers, in
general, are the words
that introduce a
complement clause (IP),
indicating that such a
word is a complement of
some lexical head.
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Complementizers are
typically selected by
verbs, usually . verba
dicendi (i.e., verbs of
‘saying’), like . say, tellON
THE STATUS OF THE
COMPLEMENTIZER WAA6
IN CANTONESE finalIt is
an old and widespread
assumption in historical
linguistics that hypotactic
structures evolved out
from paratactic
structures. In more recent
times, the parataxis-to-
hypotaxis hypothesis was
associated with the
assumption that syntactic
structures are discourse-
based. This means that
hypotactic structures
evolved via
syntacticization, i.e., via
“a process by which flat,
paratactic ...Where do
complementizers come
from and how did they
come ...Variation in the
grammaticalization of
complementizers from
verba dicendi in Sinitic
languages Article (PDF
Available) in Linguistic
Typology 12(1) · June
2008 with 969 Reads How
we measure 'reads'(PDF)
Variation in the
grammaticalization of
...The grammaticalization
of the German
demonstrative der to a
relative pronoun started
in Old High German 8 and
by the 16th century, it
was still a hybrid form. In
modern Standard

German, the split between
demonstrative and
relative pronoun is clear,
but the hybrid still
survives in certain
contexts, as in (12):
(Heine et al.
1991a:232-33)The
Grammaticalization of
Verbs. Verbs as Sources
of ...2003 “ The
grammaticalization of
complementizers from
verbs of ‘saying’: the case
of Cantonese waa6.” In
Proceedings of the
Fifteenth North American
Conference on Chinese
Linguistics, ed. by Y.H.
Lin, 487–503. Distributed
by GSIL, University of
Southern
California.Directional
Particles in Cantonese:
Form, function, and
...Interestingly, in the
development of minor
declarative
complementizers from
adverbial connectives,
grammaticalization occurs
at two different levels: it
is attested not only at the
level of the clause links
themselves, but also at
the level of clause-
combining.Secondary
grammaticalization in
clause combining: from
...McConvell, Patrick 2006.
Grammaticalization of
Demonstratives as
Subordinate
Complementizers in
Ngumpin-Yapa* An earlier
version of this paper was

presented at the
Blackwood Australianist
workshop and at the ALS
conference in 2003, and
thanks go to colleagues
who provided comments
at those meetings and
later, especially Joyce
Hudson, Mary Laughren,
David Nash, Rachel
Nordlinger, Rob Pensalfini
...
The Grammaticalization of
Complementizers. ...
Grammaticalization of
verbs in Tamil occurs in
all the grammatical
categories. Verbs in Tamil
are grammaticalized into
auxiliary verbs,
verbalizers ...
ON THE STATUS OF THE
COMPLEMENTIZER WAA6
IN CANTONESE final
Its principal objective is to
undertake a quantitative
analysis of say verbs used
as complementizers in
Southern Min and
Cantonese in order to
pinpoint the stages
reached in
grammaticalization. In
particular, it will be
argued that Southern Min
is more advanced in its
development of a
complementizer than is
Cantonese.
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...
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linguistics,
complementizer or
complementiser is a
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lexical category that
includes those words that
can be used to turn a
clause into the subject or
object of a sentence. For
example, the word that
may be called a
complementizer in English
sentences like Mary
believes that it is raining.
The concept of
complementizers is
specific to certain modern
grammatical theories; in
traditional grammar, such
words are normally
considered conjunctions.
The standard abbreviation
for compleme
Grammaticalization of
Complementizers in
Old English ...
The grammaticalization of
the German
demonstrative der to a
relative pronoun started
in Old High German 8 and
by the 16th century, it
was still a hybrid form. In
modern Standard
German, the split between
demonstrative and
relative pronoun is clear,
but the hybrid still
survives in certain
contexts, as in (12):
(Heine et al.
1991a:232-33)
The Grammaticalization of
Verbs. Verbs as Sources
of ...
Grammaticalization of
Complementizers in Old
English Glosses Abstract I
investigate how
complementizers, which

connect subordinate
clauses to the main
sentence, develop from
other parts of speech,
namely prepositions and
adverbs.
The grammaticalization of
manner expressions into
...
Abstract abstract: I
investigate how
complementizers, which
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clauses to the main
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the process of
grammaticalization, in
which a word loses
lexicality and gains
grammatical function
instead.
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use of this term). From
the point of view of
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go through a series of
small transitions,
transitions that tend to be
similar in type across
languages.
Complementizer -
Wikipedia
The grammaticalization of
manner expression
remains understudied,

however. This has been
attributed to their
semantic and syntactic
versatility (e.g. König
2015: 39-40), and to the
problems associated with
making more fine-grained
distinctions between
markers of manner
Definition and Examples
of Grammaticalization
Grammaticalization as
Optimization Paul
Kiparsky 2.1
Grammaticalization 2.1.1
Meillet’s formal concept of
grammaticalization
According to the
neogrammarians and de
Saussure, all
linguisticchange is either
sound change, analogy, or
borrowing.1 Meillet (1912)
identified a class of
changes that don’t fit int o
any of these three
categories.
Secondary
grammaticalization in
clause combining: from ...
2003 “ The
grammaticalization of
complementizers from
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level of the clause links themselves, but also at
the level of clause-

combining.
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